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Split coretcurrent transformers ‘are regularlyv 
used to detect'or‘to measure-the ‘flow of alter- _ - 
nating current in. electric conductors which can-,j , 
not be broken ‘or-‘disconnected fori'the; insertion-v 
of standard ‘type-I current transformers; ' Split 
core transformers’are'convenient, accurate, and 
satisfactory whenused in the prescribed manner‘ 
on-bare or. insulated conductors, but are une 
satisfactory for vuse ~on- cable's having metallic ' 
sheaths :.-in which longitudinal. sheath: . currents 10 
may flow‘. It is an‘inherent ‘characteristic of a -- ‘ 
simple spit, core instrument ‘to read the vector 
sum, or resultant, of all currents ?owing through 
thewsplit >core._ ‘ This characteristic makes‘ the 
instrument useless ‘for measuring current flow in 15 
the conductor of a cable having a metallic sheath. - 
and in which, sheath current isor may be ?ow 
ing. In order to permit vthesplit-core instru- , 
ment to be used reliably‘on such a cable, it is 
necessary to applythesplit core transformer at .20 i 
a point along the cablewhere a sheath insulator, -' 
is ‘located; but if no sheath insulator exists, as 
is commonly the case, it is necessary- to remove 
a section ‘oi’ the ‘sheath ‘in order‘ to break the. ' 
continuity of the‘v sheath circuit and thereby 25 
eliminate-sheath current and its effects from the- r 

_ split core-ammeter reading. I 1 

The-need for removing asection of cable 
sheath is the same whether an accurate reading 
or ‘merely an indication-of the presence or ab 
sence-of-conductor current is desired. Since 
removing a section of the sheath is ,deiinitely 
detrimentalv to the'cable, it is- one purpose of i 
this invention to ‘obtain the same result, namely, 
give a true-indication 0f the magnitude of the 
conductor current and thisis done, according‘ to, 
thepresent invention,v by combining the voltage 
drop in a relatively short section of cable sheath 
with the output of a‘ split core transformer, and r 
not by cutting, removing, or injuring the cable 
sheath inany way. ' ‘ ‘ - > r ‘ ' 1 

It is an object of the present invention to 
overcome the short comings of the conventional 
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tion. is;when appliedito a multiconductor cable I 
to obtain a reading of the sheath current in the 
‘same way asvfora single conductor cable,’ and 
to obtain a reading of conductor current which 
is the vector sum ‘of all currents ?owing in the 
insulated conductors. Thisis'particularly useful 

NT‘ was < 

in determining the zero sequence component of ; 
current in a three phase, three‘ conductor ‘cable. _ 
Other objects of the present invention will ap 

pear from the followingudescription at the end 
of which -.the invention will be claimed, , 
The invention. ‘also comprises the improve-‘7 

ments to be presently described .and ?nally 
claimed. ' - ,- 7 b - I / .1 > 

In the following description reference will be 3 
made to the accompanying drawi_ng;forming part 
hereof, and in which the single ?gure is 8. dia- , 
grammatic. ‘view illustratingithe application of 
the invention tomeasuring conductor or sheath . 
currents in a cable havingv a; conductor and a 
metallic sheath. V p ' '- V_ , 

Referringv to the drawing,.Ti,indicates a pick 
updevice‘cons'isting of a split core current trans-v 
former... As is well known this instrument is 
made in sections so that it can be arrangedto ’ 
encircle a- cable at, any point in its length, for ‘ 
example, in the case 'ofan underground cable at 
amanhole. 'The split core- current transformer 
referred to above may be any inductive device ~ 
responsive to all currents ?owing in the cable, 
and it is not essential that the device encircle‘ 
the cable nor it is .essentialthat the device have s 

of tworprods n connected vto the primary 
winding. of a transformer Ta; The prods and\ 

‘ transformer may be mounted on an insulating‘ 
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split core instrument and'to‘ permit individual;v 
readings of conductor‘ current and sheath‘ cur 
rent to be obtained without‘ injuring the cable or 
sheath in ‘any way. Another-object is 't'o'read'i 
directly the true'value of alternating current: 
gilowing in theconductor-of a single conductor 
cable and‘ flowing‘ in vthe sheath. 'AnotherI’ap 
plication is the measurement or current supplied ‘ 
to a motor, transformer,‘ or other electrical load 
Another object of the invention is obtain‘the 
phase; angle difference or the relative direction 
of the sheath current with respect‘ to ‘the con-5 
ductor current. Another object of the inven 

frame not shown. The transformer T2 is an in_-, 
ductive device for stepping'up the voltage be-v 
tweenthe prods‘. ‘The same result could be ac 
complished by a‘suitable electric circuit, for ex 
ample, a-vacuum tube ampli?er. There is a 

_ a ferrous core. 'A' second pick-up device consists : 

combining circuit so constructedandarranged T 
that-with thelinput from the two pick-up de 
vices. the output voltage is directly. proportional 
to either (a)' the conductor current (by) the 
sheath current, or (c) the resultant current ?ow-H. 
ing iii-the cable to which'the pick-up devices are 
applied; There is also a potential measuring 

_ device forjmeasuring theoutput of the combin-_ 
ing circuit.’ ‘The pick-up devices are spaced on 
the cable in the same relative position at all 
times and polarized plugs may be provided to 
eliminate the possibility 
trical conngtions; i 

The? burden of the ‘split core'transformer Tris 
the tapped resistor R1. Since the secondary cur 

Vof reversing the elec- ' 



2 
rent of transformer T1 is proportional to the 
vector sum of all currents ?owing through the 
split core, the voltage. appearing across the fixed 
resistance R1 is proportional to the vector sum 
of the currents in the split core- The position 
of tap c on resistor R1 is determined by the type 
and ratio ofsplit core transformer used. Since 
c is a tap on theJresistor R1, the voltage Vbc is 
proportional ‘tothe vector sum of currents in the 
split core. If the sheath current is zero, the 
voltage Vbc is proportional to the conductor cur 
rent; if the conductor current is‘ zerovwis pro 
portional to the sheath current. If, however, 
both currents are present the‘ voltage Va; will 
be proportional to the vector sum ‘of conductor 
current andsheath current. This voltage may, 
be resolved into two voltages; one proportional 
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to‘ the conductor current and the other propor- _ 
' tional in the same ratio to the sheath current; 
While these two voltages cannot be measured‘ di; 
rectly as "such, they constitute-the true compo-. 
sition of vbc. 
The second pick—up device transmits to the" 

. combining circuit the. voltage drop in‘ a ?xed 
length of sheath due to the'sheath current. For 
all practical purposes any voltage gradient along 
the sheath due to induced voltage is- nulli?ed 
because the conductors‘ between theprods n- and 
m and‘ the-stephup' transformer T2 are located 
veryclose to thessheath. The ‘voltage trans- 
mitted is, therefore, directly proportional to 
the voltage drop in the fixed length of sheath 
which in turn is proportional. tov the sheath cur» 
rent. ,The burden‘ of this transformer is‘ the 
tapped resistor Rrinserles with the condenser 
C.’ For‘ any given frequency the voltage. Ve!’ 
across the resistor. isproportional'to the totall 
voltage Vet; Therefore, for any setting of the’ 
tap 0 the voltage Vii is proportional to‘ the volt 
age drop between m‘ and‘ n and" hence propor 
tional to the current in‘ the sheath. In order. 
to accommodateacables with diiferent' sheath 
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age Va», is equal to and in‘ phase with V1‘, 
Vsy=Vbc cond. With the switches S1 and S: in 
the position shown in the ?gure, the‘voltage' 
output of the combining circuit V1, is, there. 
fore, proportional to the current ?owing in the 
conductor, regardless of the current ?owing in 
the sheath. The vacuum tube voltmeter or 
other instrument used. to measure voltage may 
have several‘scale ranges to permit‘ more‘ pre 
cise readings to be obtained over a wider range 
of cable currents. Also, the usual voltmeter 
scale dial may be replaced by a dial calibrated to 
read the current ?owing in the cable directly 
inamperes. 
The switches‘ 81. and S1. are introduced in or 

der to widen the scope of the instrument. With 
the switches in. the position shown in the figure 
current ?owing in the. conductor is read directly 
inv amperes regardless of what current may be 
?owing in the sheath. If the switch S1 is re 
versed, current ?owing. in the sheath is read di 
rectly in amperes regardless‘ of» what current is. 
?owing‘ in the; conductor. 
turned to its: original position and switch S2 re-r 
versed’, the vector sum of these two currents. 
which‘ would be read by'a standard split core in 
strument, is read directly in amperes. 
The application of this‘ invention to the meas 

urement‘ of current in single conductor metallic' 
sheathed cables under normal operating condi- 
tions is extremely simple and‘ very useful. De 
pending on the sheath circuit, current’ may be 
?owingin. the'cable' sheath dueto induction from. 
the conductor current or due to entirely exter 
nal causes. The exact magnitude of the conduc 
tor current may be desired in order to deter 
mine the loading of‘ the cable,v or to determine . 
the ‘current taken by certain units of load or to 
determine the unbalance of a load,’ or similar pur 

40 poses. The magnitude of the sheath currentmay 

resistances the distance betweenlprods m and'n ~v 
canbe adjusted so that the voltage drop per 
amperev between wand 12 is. the same. for all 
sizesof cable.‘ The same effect is accomplished 
in a‘ simpler way'by using a fixed distancebe 
.‘tween prods' andhaving the position of the. tap 
a calibrated'to size" and type of. cable sheath. 
The‘purpose of the. condenser C is to introduce 
the phase shift necessary to bring the voltage 
V:- in phase with Vice ‘mm, the sheath compo 
nent' of voltage vbc, atv the frequency at which 
the set" is designedto operate. A; similar e?ect 

‘ canbeaccomplished by'addinginductance in the 
' split core circuit or by use of other phase ‘shift- 
ing networks. ' k 

The ‘constants of the circuit are so chosen-that 

45. 
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if onlysheathcurrent is“ present and theztop a. ' 
isfset for the proper cable sizethe voltage‘ vbc' 
is equalto and. in phase with the voltage Va. 
The combining circuit with switches 81 and S2. 
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inthe» position shown inv the figure subtracts‘ 
these‘ two voltages‘ and‘v the input to the volt‘ 
meterv is, therefore, zero which-is the valueof 
the conductor current. 'If'conductor current‘ is 

' also-preser'it,E vbe has a sheath component and a 
conductor component and can'be written as a. 

.70 vector equation as vfollows: 
’ Vic-:17» eond.+vbc sheath 

combining circuit subtracts ‘Vi; from vbe. 
V=1=Vs¢ could-Vice: |heath-_—-v!l7'_ 

- Since-Va, lamathe sheath component of volt 78.. 

be desired. in. order to determine the magnitude 
of circulating‘ current in the sheath or. the power 
loss in the sheathor to determine the magnitude 
and. source of stray sheath currents, or'other. sim 
ilar problems. It is also desirable at times to 
be abl'e'to determine the phase‘. angle difference 
between the conductor current and the sheath 
current of a cable and this may be accomplished 
graphically‘or mathematically by'using the‘ three 
readings, conductor current, sheath current and 
total split core current, ascertained in accordance 
with this invention. _ 
Another application .of this instrument ls'read 

ing the current ?ow inn-cable having concentricv 
conductors, for example, a two conductor con 
centric cable servings. single phase load. If the 
currents in vthe two conductors are equal and. 
opposite as is frequently the. case, the conven-v 
tional split core instrument will read zero, but the 
new instrument described herein and making 
use of the sheath potential prodsv applied to. the 
outer. conductor inaddition to a split core trans 
former applied to the cable will read the true. 
value of the'alternating'current in each of. the 
conductors. ' 

Another applicationof this instrument is*read~ 
ing the'current ?ow inv an insulated conductor 
inclosed in a metallic pipe or conduit. The read 
ings of a split core ammeter will be affected. by 
currentflow in the pipe, while this’ instrument 
will permit a reading of current ?ow in the con 
ductor to. be obtained regardless of the current. 
?ow in the pipe. In asimilar manner, this in 
vention. applies to a pipe containing more than 

- one. insulated cable where. the value of-the vec 

If switch S1 is re-. 
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tor sum of the currents in the insulated con 
ductors is desired regardless of the current ?ow 
i118 in the pipe. ' 

It will be obvious to those skilled in the art 
to which the invention relates that modi?ca~ 
tions may be made in details of construction and 
arrangement without departing from the spirit 
of the invention which is not limited in respect 
to such matters or to matters of mere form or 
otherwise than the appended claims may require». 

I claim: 
1. In combination with two electric conduc 

tors in close'proximity with and insulated from ' 
each other, one of which may surround the other 
or one may serve as a protecting sheath for the 
other, arr-apparatus for measuring the current 
flow in either of the conductors exclusive of the 
current flow in the other conductor, said appa 
ratus comprising a pick-up device inductively 
coupled to both said conductors and having a 
?xed resistance burden, a second pick-up device 
consisting in a transformer having a ?xed sec 
ondary impedance burden and having‘ primary 
leads provided with prods for application to one 
of the said conductors, a combining ‘circuit which 
adds vectorially the voltage drop across a por 
tion of the resistance burden of said ?rst pick 
up device to the voltage drop across a portion 
of the impedance burden of the second pick-up 
device, switches for removing the output of either 
pick-up device from the combining circuit, and 
a potential measuring device connected to the 
output of said combining circuit by said switches 
in such manner that the current in either of the 
said conductors is indicated. ' 

2. In combination with two electric conductors 
arranged in proximity with and insulated from 
each other and in either or'both of which alter 
nating current may ?ow, an alternating current 
measuring apparatuscomprising a ?rst electric 

3 
circuit means inductively coupled with and re 
sponsive to the vector sum of the currents in 
the two said conductors, a second electric circuit 
means conductively connected with and respon 
sive to the current in one of the conductors, 
indicating means, and a circuit comprising a 
tapped resistor connected to the ?rst electric cir 
cuit means, a second tapped resistor and a con 

, denser connected in series with the second elec 
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tric circuit means, a connection provided with 
a single pole double throw switch between each 
tapped resistor and the indicating means, and a 
connection between the two tapped resistors, 
whereby the vector sum of the currents in the ' 
two said conductors and the currents in either 
of the conductors may at the will of the oper 
ator be selectively indicated individually. 

3. In combination with'an electric cable hav 
ing an insulated conductor surrounded by and 
insulated from a conducting sheath and in either 
'or both of which alternating current may ?ow, 
an alternating current-measuring apparatus 
comprising a ?rst electric circuit means induc 
tively coupled with and responsive to the vector 
sum of the currents in the conductor and sheath, 
a second electric circuit means conductively con 
nected with and responsive to the‘ current in the 
sheath, indicating means, and a circuit compris 
ing a tapped resistor connected to the ?rst elec 
tric circuit means, a second tapped resistor and a, 
condenser connected in series with the second 
electric circuit means, a connection provided 
with a single pole double throw switch between, 
each tapped resistor and the indicating means, 
and a connection ‘between the ‘two tapped resis 
tors, whereby the vector sum of the currents in 
the two said conductors and the currents in either 
of the conductors may at the will of the oper 
ator be selectively indicated individually. 

S. HALFMANN. 


